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Though we grew up with a different kind of Zoom (0-2-1-3-4), the '88s rallied for a Class call in November. Over 70 
classmates listened to updates from Alumni Council reps, Mary Flounders Green and Alec Casey, and an introduction 
by Sandy Broadus to the newly formed Steering Committee for Social Justice. Dave Duckenfield filled us in on the 
Rockefeller Center (see p.5 for more on Duck at the Rock).  Keep your eyes posted for an email about a followup Zoom 
meeting in February, where Ed Gray will give a presentation on accessibility in the workplace.  To watch the video, click 
on Link to class meeting. The meeting starts at 17:48, Alumni Council at 19:41, Sandy at 36:27 and Duck at 1:00:29.

https://dartmouth.zoom.us/rec/play/9DJZvUgu3aVa4v5ODq8Fmk-2VEvBsws9L8KU3w62D7KIDGDp1pgzY-9dlPjJzHtxM-vcJaJKg9fJMTgC.rFFEEtIK3s4MfVi7
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ADAM RABINER 
There’s a history of public service in my family.  My mother, 
who is still working at 81 as an educational consultant, had 
been a New York City public school teacher and later was 
the founding principal of a small high school.  My older 
brother received a master’s in public administration and 
then took a job with NYC’s Department of Transportation.  
When a corporate recruiter at Dartmouth asked what other 
opportunities I was pursuing and I told him one was the 
Peace Corps, he responded without hesitation “Do it. You 
may never get another chance.”  

I had been considering several options: Interviews that 
week included Ernest and Julio Gallo Winery, NYPIRG, 
and some Wall Street finance job.  My resume up to 
that point consisted of several off-terms as a paralegal 
in my hometown of New York City.  My dad had always 
encouraged me to pursue marine biology, and I had done 
that at Harvard Summer School after my junior year of high 
school, but I didn’t happen to like it. When the Peace Corps 
made me an offer, I headed to Frogmore, South Carolina for 
extensive training.  I was to study apiculture (bee-keeping) 
a profession which as a city boy I hadn’t the slightest clue, 
to prepare to work in the Central African Republic, a country 
I had never heard of, where two languages are spoken, 
French and Sango, neither of which I spoke a word. 

My experience trying to raise the standard of living in 
a poor, rural African village led to a master’s degree in 
public policy with a focus on urban development and 
then to another graduate program in city and regional 
planning.  At this point, having completed school and 
studied economics, statistics, accounting, economic and 
community development, housing, transportation, and a 
slew of other courses, I saw government as an appropriate 
career choice and accepted a job as an analyst at the 
NYC Office of Management and Budget focusing on social 
services.

Now, almost 25 years later, I have had a full career in public 
service. Highlights include promoting knowledge of savings, 
credit, mortgages, and other financial services and 

products as the New York State Banking Department’s 
very first Director of Financial Education, where highlights 
included creating a mentoring program for high school 
students and personally teaching middle schoolers about 
money and personal finance at a partner school.

Another rewarding experience was being the founding 
director of a new and innovative workforce development 
program for the New York City Department of Youth and 
Community Development.  As the first director of the Young 
Adult Internship Program (which is now called Intern & 
Earn), I helped develop a framework partnering with over a 
dozen non-profit organizations throughout the five boroughs 
to work directly with “disconnected youth.”  I’m still proud 
to have shaped this respected and enduring program which 
over the years has lent a hand to so many young people, 
assisting them to find jobs, obtain skills and return to school 
or earn a GED. 
 
In my current role in Treasury, part of NYC’s Department of 
Finance, I’ve learned about banking, payments and other 
financial services.  I’ve gained knowledge about treasury, 
technology, software solutions and project management 
and used new skills to reshape and improve how thousands 
of New Yorkers interface with our agency, as well as 
to automate internal business processes that allow my 
colleagues to perform their jobs more easily.  These rewards 
balance the challenges of dealing with large and complex 
bureaucracies and government’s cautious tendencies.

My dad was right that marine biology is cool.  I happen 
to know a practitioner and enjoy hearing about his scuba 
diving trips to exotic locales exploring the deep crevices 
of coral reefs.  But in my chosen path I have put my stamp 
on things, have the independence to set my own goals and 
promote useful projects, and work on a variety of problems.  
While I may not plunge the depths of the Atlantic Ocean 
studying the phosphorescent qualities of sea creatures, I 
may yet install a beehive in my back yard.

DAVID DUCKENFIELD
A chance encounter at our 30th class 
reunion with Bob Lasher, Senior VP for 
Advancement at Dartmouth, led to a 
conversation about my work in the public 
affairs space and my stint at the U.S. State 
Department in the Obama administration.  
Bob suggested that I might be a good fit 
at some point to join the the Rockefeller 
Center board of visitors. A couple years 
later, here I am...along with fellow ‘88 Mary 
Pavel, who I think preceded me. 

My only interaction with the Rockefeller Center as an 
undergrad had been with an econ course I took there, so 
my understanding of all the great public policy research, 

teaching, deliberation and hands-on experience that 
Rocky affords to students was limited. 

I officially joined the board this past summer and the first 
meeting was an adhoc (virtual) one to discuss diversity, 
equity and inclusion at the Rockefeller Center, following 
the murder of George Floyd this past Spring. My first 
official board meeting was actually in November 2020, 
again virtual.  In terms of board work, our role involves 
general oversight of the center and responsibility for its 
fiduciary well-being. We meet in person twice a year.

The Rockefeller Center's stated mission is to inspire, 
educate and train future leaders in all fields of endeavor, 
something it would appear that the U.S. is in dire need
of these days.  Classes taken at Rocky provide an

'88s in Public Service...Part 2!

 Dartmouth College Fund 
We've always known that we have a very special Class when it comes to generosity and giving back, but did you 
know that the Class of '88 has won awards for Dartmouth College Fund participation challenges the past couple of 
years in a row, AND we have been paired with DCF Scholars in recognition of our efforts?  As part of the Dartmouth 
Scholars program, these juniors and seniors receive a one-year scholarship in the Class of '88's name.  Our 
classmate, Anne-Marie Weldon Keane, who is a great supporter of the Scholars program, has interviewed each 
Scholar paired with our class.

Anne-Marie Weldon Keane with '88 DCF Scholars, Cindy '20 (left) and Sarah '19.

Under our motto, #bettertogether, we have ended up supporting many Scholars over the years through the money 
our class collectively raises each cycle for financial aid. Each and every '88 deserves recognition and gratitude. 
Our class is known for giving from the heart, and even $8 does help do our part to ensuring students have equal 
access to educational opportunities. Over this past year, the College has seen an increased demand for financial 
assistance.  Please consider donating to the DCF today at https://www.dartmouthcollegefund.org

DUCKENFIELD (continued)
interdisciplinary perspective on policy-related topics, and 
students can earn a minor in public policy though the center. 
The Center also fosters a commitment to the ideals of public 
service and informed public debate exemplified by Nelson A. 
Rockefeller.

It is designed to be a home for students to work with faculty 
and staff as professionals, with the goal of having students 
leave Rocky with technical competence and knowledge 
about their particular field of endeavor and then transfer 
that knowledge into practice through experiential training. 
In 2019, about 25% of the students who graduated had 
completed at least one program offered by the Center.

The center’s curricular offerings include a public policy minor, 
individual public policy courses, a policy research shop and 
the Dartmouth Oxford exchange. The co-curricular offerings 
include Dartmouth Leadership Attitudes and Behaviors, the 
First-year Fellows program, Management and Leadership 
Development Program, Rockefeller Global leadership 
program, Rockefeller Leadership Fellows Program and the 
Dartmouth Model UN.

Curricular and co-curricular elements are interwoven and 
connected as much as possible to provide a full experience 
in which students can translate theory into practice. For 
example, the First-Year Fellows Program concludes with an 
internship in Washington, DC on Capitol Hill or elsewhere, 
and other programs allow students to consult and present 

solutions on real policy issues in three New Hampshire 
municipalities.  

Perhaps most important, the center boasts our very own 
Professor Charlie Wheelan, who won 2020 Dean of Faculty 
Teaching Award, among its faculty!

Although I’m just getting started and COVID-19 has 
prevented me from even making it back to the Big Green, 
I’m thrilled to be starting the journey. The recent attacks on 
our democracy in Washington, DC demonstrate that training 
the next generation of skilled public policy leaders has never 
been so important. That’s what Rocky does best!

  LEE JOHNSTON  
  Just a quick note from Denver.  I'm 

officially an empty nester (for now), with my son, Ben, 
who is a junior at Montana State University in Bozeman, 
and my daughter, Elyssa, who is a freshman at University 
of Oklahoma.  Everyone's doing fine, although Elyssa 
caught COVID within a few weeks after starting at OU 
(she's fine now, only a couple days with mild fever/sore 
throat). One positive coming out of all of this has been 
having the opportunity to reconnect with '88s via Zoom 
– Jay Henry, Charlie Wheelan, Bryan Weidner, Brian 
Duncan, Tom Bloomfield, Sean Hogan, Ken Barrett 
and Todd Jackson. They're all doing great!

NEWS FROM A

GREEN CARD! 

https://www.dartmouthcollegefund.org
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As all things do these days, it started with a Zoom reunion. And, as all things do with the men's lightweight crew it quickly gravitated 
toward a physical competition, albeit a virtual one. Settling on their version of the DOC's Bag-A-Peak challenge from our freshmen year, 
the team also wanted to have a longer-term goal beyond the one-time physical challenge. Thus was born the Omondi Obura Peak Bag 
Challenge, as a way to honor their former teammate by bringing people together and celebrating community in a way that encapsulated 
Omondi's enthusastic spirit, sense of adventure and big booming laugh.  The team set up the challenge not only to raise money for 
the Omondi Obura Scholarship Fund, but to also raise awareness around the need for resources and support for mental health issues, 
particularly at the college level.  On Nov 1, around the girdled earth, everyone was invited to bag-a-peak, in whichever way they defined 
it (you'll see some creative interpretations below), as long as it honored Omondi's love of the outdoors, of physical activity and of 
community.  Participants posted real-time updates, photos and videos, which were later posted to a dedicated Facebook page (https://
www.facebook.com/Oburapeakbag/).  They are hoping to make this an annual event, and are in talks with the College around how they 
can tie it to the College's mental health initiative in a proactive and productive way.  Stay tuned for the next event, which they are hoping 
to have in the summer of 2021.  In the meantime, you can donate to the Scholarship Fund at Obura Scholarship Fund

Ken Barrett (San Diego, CA) chose 
to fly off a peak rather than scale one.  He 
has been paragliding for years now and 
took the plunge on Little Black Mountain, 
after hiking up the 1500-ft peak with his 
35-lb paraglider on his back (pictured 
on right).  "We wanted to pay tribute to 
Omondi and our love for him.  He was a 
great spirit on our team, full of enthusiasm.  
He even taught the boat how to count off 
in his native language, something which 
I still remember to this day...moja, mbili, 
tatu, nne, tano, sita, saba, nane..."

                                                               Phil Febbo 
                                                               (Mt. Tam, Marin 
                                                               County)
                                                                     Omondi brought us          
                                                                     together, over two 
                                                                     decades after his  
                                                                     death,for a peak bag.  
                                                                     Omondi was always  
                                                                     bringing us together, 
                                                                     either by teaching us      
                                                                     the "Kenyan rain  
                                                                     dance," counting down 
in our boat using Kiswahili, or with his brilliant smile. He helped a 
group of us climb Mt. Kenya in 1987, and the above photo shows 
him at the top with a White Cap beer.  We started the White Cap 
club that day and, since then, would hike with at least one beer 
whenever we would summit a mountain. One time, on Mt. Katahdin 
in Maine, that was our only hydration! This year, I felt his presence 
as Lori, my wife, and I did a short climb up Mt. Tam in Marin.  

Omondi's love of enjoyment of life was a gift he gave to all who 
had the privilege of knowing him, and it was a tragedy that mental 
illness took him from us way too quickly.  I fully expect we will 
turn this peak bag into an annual event and encourage all to join. 
Omondi certainly would have!

Steve 
Hochman and 
Pam Kislak
(Oregon) 
hike up Wind 
Mountain in the 
Columbia River 
Gorge.

Kelly Mortell Prime, Steve Cook and Mike Porter 
(Mt. Ellinor on the Olympic Peninsula, WA)

Dave Goran 
(Mt. Baldy, Southern CA)
Hiked to the top of the 1300-
ft peak.

Jonathan Hunt
(Marin County) 
rode his bike up Mt. Tam

Patrick Rutty
(Scotland)
I gotta confess...I 
saw "Peak Bag," and though I hardly knew Omondi, I wanted to support the effort - and 
I'm a sucker for any peak. I live in Edinburgh, Scotland, where our biggest city park is 
Holyrood Park. It covers a square mile and is dominated by an extinct volcano (Arthur's 
Seat, at 823 feet), boasts a lovely long cliff called the Salisbury Crags, and plenty of other 
open and gorse-filled places.  And, since it's Europe, there's also a 15th-century ruin 
looming on one of the knobby lower hills. The day of the peak bag was cold, blustery and 
rainy, and the day ran away from me before I could manage the climb, despite having 
literally that afternoon purchased excellent new raingear. However, as I live quite close to 
Arthur's Seat, I ran up the peak twice later in November to honor what has been described 
as Omondi's "love of adventure." 

Bill Davis
(Alaska) changed his 
mountain bike tires to ice 
studs for his ride.

Nick Nobili (Cape Cod)  I did not know Omondi well, just as 
                                     an acquaintance through friends on light-
                                     weight crew. I certainly knew their joy of 
                                     his infectious friendship and attitude. So, 
                                     when I heard there was a 'peak bag’ in 
                                     celebration/awareness, I thought why not
                                     join in. Originally I had planned to join the
                                     Moosilauke ascent (see next page), but 
                                     looked at the weather forecast and bowed 
                                     out. Also, knowing that it was open to interpretation, 
                                     I decided to make the most out of my physical 
                                     geography of living on Cape Cod, a giant sandbar.

                                     The timing was right that I could work out about a 
                                     three- or four-hour challenge between falling tides, 
                                     limited beach access and Museum hour openings. 
                                     I quickly mapped out a form of “triathlon“:
                                    1) I hiked into the Provincelands dunes and climbed
                                     Mt. Ararat, one of the highest dunes, at +/-110ft 
                                     above sea level (top picture). 
                                    2) Because of the very peculiar geography of the tip of 
                                     Cape Cod, I decided that I would then 'bag’ the northern,
                                     western, and southern most points of Provincetown, all three staring out 
at the ocean. The northern and western involved 4x4 ORV driving, and the southern  
a tide-dependent several mile hike across a jetty/breakwater and beach crossing.
3) Ending with a climb up the 252-ft Pilgrim Monument, the tallest all-granite structure in the U.S. 
It felt fitting to be surrounded by so much granite!

                   Brad Grenham (Portland, OR)
                     I knew Omondi first from crew and          
                     then from language study abroad in 
                     Blois, France. Omondi and I spent 
                     afternoons biking around the 
                     countryside outside Blois. When 
                     Steve Hochman told me about the 
                     Peak Bag, I knew it had to be on a 
                     bicycle. There are several cinder 
                                   cones from historic volcanic  
                                   activity in Portland, Oregon. 
                                   My son and I chose the 
                                   "Three Volcano" ride which 
                                   provides great altitude gain 
                                   and views without leaving 
                                   the city. I appreciated the 
                                   opportunity to reflect on 
                                   memories of Omondi and 
                                   share them with my son.

https://www.facebook.com/Oburapeakbag/
https://www.facebook.com/Oburapeakbag/
https://securelb.imodules.com/s/1353/events/events.aspx?sid=1353&gid=431&pgid=15529&cid=38949&bledit=1&dids=471&fbclid=IwAR35L5TShEhixmSWoKCoExbMf1vbNNVwoi51Lkj5tCUcnwwnrVDC04Wm16o
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CLASS DUES
If you haven't already, please consider 
paying your class dues.  It's quick and 

easy.  Just go to our class website 
(www.dartmouth88.org) and click on the 

GIVE tab.

Class dues help cover the costs for 
your favorite newsletter as well as help 
fund Class Projects, such as Dartmouth 
Partners in Community Service.  DPCS 

helps provide financial support for 
students in full-time internships 

connected to community and public 
service around the world.  

To learn more about DPCS, visit
https://students.dartmouth.edu/social-

impact/alumni/dartmouth-partners-
community-service

Alumni Council Rep
It is time to elect a new Alumni Councilor to represent the Class of 1988. The term for our new Alumni Councilor 

commences on July 1, 2021 and continues for three years, until spring of 2024. 

Are you interested in serving your class in this important capacity?  Do you know someone who would be a 
great Alumni Council Representative?  Now is the time to either self-nominate, or nominate that classmate!  

      Step 1: Self-nominate or nominate a classmate by sending an email to tracigentry1988@gmail.com by Jan 22nd.

      Step 2: Each candidate will be asked to provide a statement about their interest and qualifications to serve as the   
 Class representative to the Alumni Council. These statements will be due by February 15th and will be posted   
 online and emailed to the class 

      Step 3: VOTE!  Classmates will be asked to vote via an online voting system, and the candidate with the                     
            greatest number of votes shall be the winner. Voting will remain open for 2 weeks from the date of communication. 

         The new Alumni Council representative will be announced by the end of March.

The Alumni Council is the representative body of Dartmouth alumni, composed of 120 members who serve as a two-way 
liaison between alumni and the College. Councilors represent their various classes, regional clubs, professional schools, 
the faculty, affiliated groups, and other alumni constituencies. The Council meets twice annually, either in Hanover or 
virtually. Councilors are responsible for their own travel expenses.

The Council’s mission is to sustain a fully informed, representative, and engaged exchange of information and sentiment 
between alumni and the College, and to enhance and inspire alumni involvement that furthers the mission of the College.
Duties of the Alumni Councilor include:
  • Communicate Dartmouth news and initiatives to their constituents
  • Bring the ideas and feedback of their constituents to the attention of the Council and College leaders
  • Inspire volunteerism and engagement with Dartmouth
  • Act on behalf of their constituencies.

Mary Flounders Green has done a phenomenal job representing us in Hanover over the past three years.  She would 
be happy to talk to any classmates who have interest in taking on this role (alumnicouncilrep@dartmouth88.org). 

  
Hi, G’88s! I'm writing with an update about our Steering Committee 
For Social Justice. As Chair, I have the pleasure of working with 
Committtee Members Traci Gentry, Lisa Ellis, Jonathan Altman, 
Richard Cloobeck, Daron Fitch , F. Eric Freeman, Margie Gibson, 
Sarah Hoit , Cari Lynel Jackson, Moira Redcorn and Tom Ward. 
I described our charge from President Hanlon, Trustees and senior 
leadership at our Class Zoom meeting, with slides. (Link to class 
meeting at about the 35:00 mark). 

We hope you opt-in and actively engage with our antiracism and 
antibigotry work to eliminate discrimination and biases against 
marginalized groups at Dartmouth. Given the urgency of the Black 
Lives Matter Movement, we are initially centering and disrupting 
Blackness, dispelling propaganda and exploring the deep, important 
roots of Blackness at the College. We will suggest educational articles, 
books, films and podcasts and propose action items to eradicate 
antiblackness, reporting out to the College at the end of the year.  

Stay tuned for our very exciting announcement about an upcoming 
virtual Class Book Club event and College-wide featured speaker! 
Please email sbroadus88@outlook.com with any questions! Health 
and safety to you and yours! Best, Sandy Broadus

Steering Committee For Social Justice

Scott Bertetti, Bill Bundy and Jack Kline
(Mt. Moosilauke in the wind and snow)

Kate Haffner (Newburyport, MA)
Omondi created the sport of Bicycle Polo on the 
Green, so I thought a bike ride was an apt way 
to honor him. Omondi was my best friend all four 
years at Dartmouth. We connected freshmen year 
when we realized we were the only two students 
crazy enough to do crew and rugby at the same 
time! We grew closer as computer engineering 
majors and did all of our projects together. We 
enjoyed late afternoon cross country skiing outings on 
the golf course, lying down on our skis to watch the 

sunset. We talked openly and honestly, disclosing to each other our mental health struggles 
and helping each other through them. Our connection was strong, but we did not have 
the benefit of college resources or a broader network of support to help us navigate our 
struggles successfully.

I participated in the Peak Bag to celebrate Omondi’s life and to raise funds for the 
expansion of the Dartmouth CARES program, a mental health awareness and suicide 
prevention initiative that trains members of the campus community to recognize students 
at risk, intervene appropriately, and refer them to resources. This is a strategic investment 
of the Dartmouth Counseling Center. I also participated to rekindle my connections with 
my classmates. Our human connections combat feelings of isolation that often accompany 
mental health issues. Through our connections and common purpose we can save lives.

Bill, Scott and Jack 
in warmer temps 
before the climbBill: The memory of 

Omondi’s laughter, 
enthusiasm, and friendship 
always makes me smile – his 
incredible energy always 
lifted everyone’s spirits in 
and out of the boat.  When 
we all decided to raise 
awareness for his scholarship 
by “bagging some peaks”, 
Mt. Moosilauke was a clear 
choice.  It was great fun 
hiking with Scott and Jack 
through the snowy woods 
(and yes, even the shrieking 
winds and ice at the summit).  I am grateful to connect with 
so many old friends for a great cause, and can’t wait for the 
next Peak Bag!

Scott's musings:
• Thrilled to be back 
in Hanover…where is 
everybody?
• Nothing prettier than 
the CT River in fall.
• Hmmm…can’t 
see the top of the 

mountain…that may be a “not good” sign.
• Always nice to meet a group of Harvard hikers who weren’t 
born when I last climbed this thing.
• Learning how Jack almost jerry-rigged a really impressive 
CAD system for his school.
• You did WHAT in the Tabard??!!

• Snow and ice might not have been the most intelligent first big 
test for a leg with plates and screws.
• The peak!  We made it!  Zero visibility!  50 mph winds!  Take 
the picture and let’s go!
• Thank god for Bill’s micro spikes!
• Molly’s Balloon ..always a good dinner.
• Omondi’s legacy…bringing teammates together in friendship 
and remembrance over 30 years after his passing.  Quite a feat.

Laura Weylman Turner 
(Middlebury Ski Bowl, VT)
I did not know Omondi, but 
I know people whom he 
influenced and he sounded 
amazing. I did not hike for 8 
hours, but I got my daughters 
out and we got a view and it 
was good. I thought it was 
worth something to get out and 
find peace in the wilderness.

Tim and Kathy Corbett Brooks
(North Point, Adirondacks)
The Omondi Peak Bag challenge was something I stumbled 
across on Facebook. Tim and I were on our way back from 
Binghamton, NY that weekend and we decided to make a 
stop in the Adirondacks and hike up North Point. It wasn’t 
very much of a hike - not very high - but there was snow and 
the views were okay. It was super motivating and fun to know 
that others were doing the same thing at the same time and 
posting about it.  We were getting photos of others hiking as 
we went along. I remember doing Bag-a-Peak at Dartmouth 
whenever the 75th anniversary of the DOC was - I think that 
was Freshman fall - and it was a nice way to remember that 
same team spirit in honor of our classmate. I didn’t know 
Omondi personally at Dartmouth, but I know a lot of rowers 
who were close with him, and I am so glad that a scholarship 
has been established in his name.

http://www.dartmouth88.org
https://students.dartmouth.edu/social-impact/alumni/dartmouth-partners-community-service
https://students.dartmouth.edu/social-impact/alumni/dartmouth-partners-community-service
https://students.dartmouth.edu/social-impact/alumni/dartmouth-partners-community-service
mailto:tracigentry1988%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:alumnicouncilrep%40dartmouth88.org?subject=
https://dartmouth.zoom.us/rec/play/9DJZvUgu3aVa4v5ODq8Fmk-2VEvBsws9L8KU3w62D7KIDGDp1pgzY-9dlPjJzHtxM-vcJaJKg9fJMTgC.rFFEEtIK3s4MfVi7
https://dartmouth.zoom.us/rec/play/9DJZvUgu3aVa4v5ODq8Fmk-2VEvBsws9L8KU3w62D7KIDGDp1pgzY-9dlPjJzHtxM-vcJaJKg9fJMTgC.rFFEEtIK3s4MfVi7
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STAY IN TOUCH!

Dartmouth Virtual Events
Where Do We Go From Here?: King's Still Unanswered Question
January 17, 2021    7:00-8:00 PM
The Rockefeller Center hosts Clayborne Carson, Director of Stanford's King 
Research and Education Institute https://news.dartmouth.edu/events/
event?event=61523#.X_JeXC2ZPOQ

Virtual Sing-In 
January 20, 2021    3:00-5:00 PM
We will take live musical requests from attendees and host a discussion about 
inauguration & civil rights music in the chat.
https://news.dartmouth.edu/events/event?event=61884

SEND NEWS TO:   
newslettereditor@dart-

mouth88.org
New for 2021: A downloadable 
PDF version will be emailed to 

the entire class

https://www.facebook.com/
groups/dartmouth88

https://www.linkedin.
com/groups/90725/

https://dartmouth88.org

At the recent Volunteer Engagement 
Week held virtually this year in 
October, the Class of '88 won 
special recognition for the Nepenthe 
virtual visual arts exhibit back in the 
fall of 2019.  This past year was a 
challenging one for bringing people 
together without the benefit of mini-

reunions, and the online art show is just the beginning 
of what we can do as a class to continue celebrating 
our diverse and vibrant community of classmates. 
If you have ideas for a virtual mini-reunion or if you 
would like to volunteer to be a Virtual Mini-Reunion 
Chair, email our Class President, Traci Byrne Gentry at 
tracigentry1988@gmail.com

https://news.dartmouth.edu/events/event?event=61523#.X_JeXC2ZPOQ
https://news.dartmouth.edu/events/event?event=61523#.X_JeXC2ZPOQ
https://news.dartmouth.edu/events/event?event=61884
mailto:d88newslettereditor%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dartmouth88
https://www.facebook.com/groups/dartmouth88
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/90725/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/90725/
https://dartmouth88.org
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